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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true about the results of using the INTERSECT operator in compound queries? 

A. Reversing the order of the intersected tables can sometimes affect the output. 

B. Column names in each SELECT in the compound query can be different. 

C. INTERSECT returns rows common to both sides of the compound query. 

D. The number of columns in each SELECT in the compound query can be different. 

E. INTERSECT ignores NULLs 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true about the order by clause when used with a sql statement containing a set operator such
as union? 

A. column positions must be used in the order by clause. 

B. The first column in the first select of the compound query with the union operator is used by default to sort output in
the absence of an order by clause. 

C. Each select statement in the compound query must have its own order by clause. 

D. only column names from the first select statement in the compound query are recognized. 

E. Each select statement in the compound query can have its own order by clause. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements about INVISIBLE indexes are true? 

A. an INVISIBLE Index consumes no storage 

B. You can only create one INVISIBLE index on the same column list 

C. The query optimIzer never considers INVISIBLE Indexes when determining execution plans 

D. You use AlTER INDEX to make an INVISIBLE Index VISIBLE 

E. All INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements maintain entries in the index 

Correct Answer: DE 
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QUESTION 4

Which two statements are true about transactions in the Oracle Database server? 

A. An uncommitted transaction commits automatically if the user exits SQL*Plus 

B. Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements always start a new transaction. 

C. A user can always see uncommitted updates made by the same user in a different session. 

D. A Data Definition Language (DDL) statement does a commit automatically only for the data dictionary updates
caused by the DDL 

E. A session can always see uncommitted updates made by itself. 

F. If a session has an uncommitted transaction, then a DDL statement issue a COMMIT before starting a new
transaction. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 5

Examine the data in the EMPLOYEES table: 

Which statement will compute the total annual compensation for each employee? 

A. SELECT last name, (monthly salary*12) + (monthly_commission_pct * 12) AS annual comp FROM employees; 

B. SELECT last_ name (monthly_ salary+ monthly_ commission _ pct) *12 AS annual_ FROM employees ; 

C. SELECT last name, (monthly_ salary *12) + (monthly_ salary * 12 * NVL (monthly commission pct,0) ) As annual _
comp FROM employees; 

D. SELECT last_ name, monthly_ salary*12) + (monthly_ salary * 12 * Monthly commission _Pct) AS annual_ comp
FROM employees; 

Correct Answer: C 
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